2005 nissan altima coolant

Your engine coolant, also called antifreeze, serves several purposes. First, it is circulated
throughout the engine to the radiator to keep your engine at a stable operating temperature.
Low coolant levels can lead to overheating, which can damage your engine. Second, antifreeze
has a lower freezing point than water, which keeps it in a fluid state during cold weather.
Coolant also keeps corrosion down inside the engine that may be caused by water. If you notice
a coolant leak, it should be taken care of as soon as possible to avoid damage to your engine.
You may notice your temperature gauge reading higher than usual, your heater may stop
working, or you also notice steam under your hood. When you need coolant, visit O'Reilly Auto
Parts for the right coolant for your vehicle. We carry a variety of coolant made for your car,
truck, or SUV. Skip to content. Filter By. Color Blue 1 Green 1 Pink 1 Yellow 8. Container Size 1
Gallon 8 55 Gallon 2. Show More Show Less. Compare Compare. Car Check Vehicle Fit. Multiple
Applications. View All Applications. The anti-freeze solution contains rust and corrosion
inhibitors. Additional engine cooling system additives are not necessary. Wait until the engine
and radiator cool down. Serious burns could be caused by high pressure fluid escaping from
the radiator. Control device Exploded View 1. Control lever knob 2. Lock pin 3. Knob cover 4.
Control device selector plate 5. Remove the center console assembly. Refer to IP, "Disassembly
and Assembly". Disconnect the control cable from Rear seat side bolster assembly LH 2. Rear
seatback latch mount 3. Rear seat side bolster assembly RH 4. Rear seatback latch 5. Rear
seatback trim panel 6. Seat belt guide 7. Rear seatback pad RH 8. Rear seatback pad LH 9. Rear
seatback pad trim RH Component Function Check 1. Checking engine coolant level Changing
engine coolant. Engine compartment check locations QR25DE engine 1. Power steering fluid
reservoir 2. Engine coolant reservoir 3. Engine oil filler cap 4. Brake fluid reservoir 5. Air cleaner
6. Battery 8. Checking engine coolant level Check the coolant level in the reservoir when the
engine is cold. If the reservoir is empty, check the coolant le Other materials: Control device
Exploded View 1. Nissan Altima owners have reported 10 problems related to coolant leaking
under the engine and engine cooling category. The most recently reported issues are listed
below. Also please check out the statistics and reliability analysis of Nissan Altima based on all
problems reported for the Altima. I had coolant service and after that I started experiencing low
levels of coolant which led to overheating of car. I kept getting the car check to find out if there
were leaks. I checked recall notices and then was told I needed sensors. I called Nissan in
September and was told out of the k cars mine was not affected! I find that hard to believe. I
then had sensors replaced crankshaft and speed. Now I'm being told head gasket blown and
engine needs replacement. The recall from Nissan says there we engine cooling problems. See
all problems of the Nissan Altima. Went in for an oil change at mossy Nissan, kearny mesa, CA.
Was informed the headgasket s were leaking coolant. Not covered under warranty although
mechanic informed me the leak s were a common and pre-existing condition. He went on to
explain that Nissan used the incorrect head gaskets for this model of 3. Once Nissan realized
their mistake, all subsequent engines received the correct head gaskets and the leakage
problems went away. I am requesting that Nissan formally acknowledge the head gasket defect
and extend the drivetrain warranty to cover the replacement expense. I am unsure whether the
NHTSA can help me in this case, but perhaps if my complaint can be in the database, we can get
more affected consumers to submit similar head gasket defect complaints in the hopes that
Nissan will be forced to remedy the problem. I believe that this engine defect caused the
pre-catalyst to overheat and damaged the catalyst substrate. These particles entered the
combustion chamber and probably scoured the cylinder walls prior to recall 03v
implementation. This resulted in increased oil consumption throughout the lifetime of the
vehicle which in turn adversely affected the heater system not working properly, coolant
reserves disappearing, engine started to heat-up, and ultimately engine seized-up. Prior to this I
had to be adding engine oil and coolant every two to three weeks since engine would start to
make noise and start to heat-up, but there was no leaks or engine light did not turn on.
Previously, mechanics did not see any problems when taking it for oil changes and service. I
told Nissan service personnel that I found the same thing happening to many Nissan owners on
the internet. I found several websites with hundreds of complaints just by goggling " Nissan
Altima oil consumption". Even Nissan service personnel told me that this is not normal since
these vehicles should last over the thousand miles, especially since we are the original owners
and have always done routine oil changes and service. Please help me and the many owners of
these Nissan Altimas who have trusted Nissan in building long lasting dependable vehicles. I
bought a Nissan Altima in November The last two years I have been having several problems
concerning the vehicle including, jerking, stalling on highway, over heating and smoking. I have
a the oc sensors replaced, spark plugs, Cadillac converts, coils. The list goes on and on. I
noticed my oil light always coming on and the need to always refill the oil but I could not see
where it was leaking from. The same problem was with the coolantI kept pouring it in the place

for coolant and in 2 days it would be gone. At the end of August my infant and I were in the
vehicle and it began jerking and cut off right in the middle of the highway. A tow truck was
called to pick up the car. I took the car to Nissan and they told me that the converter needs to be
replaced again and the engine. After researching it looks as if this problem has been going on
with several Nissan Altima's. I just want my engine and converter to be replaced the Nissan
corp to take responsibility. Aluminum was used making these cars and Nissan new they
couldn't with stand the heat. My son needs help. I loved the car until recently when I started
having problems with the heater. Months ago, I noticed that my heater was not working
properly. I took it to be looked at and the mechanic told me that there may be bubbles in the
coolant line. They bled the line, refilled it and it was fine for awhile. I have no heat again. They
checked and could find no external leaks. This has been a problem for the past year, and every
few months I need my coolant replaced and bled. I've gone to numerous mechanics and nobody
can find the leak. I've searched many sites and forums and this seems to be a recurring problem
for my type of car. The vehicle's had been serviced several time by the dealer because the
check engine light illuminated and the vehicle lacked power, jerked and would stall. It was later
determined that the vehicle developed a cracked block which caused coolant to leak in the
engine. The engine was replaced. The vehicle had been maintained regularly. At about 80, miles
my Nissan Altima had an issue where the coolant started leaking into to combustion chamber,
had to have the heads resurfaced, and cat converters replaced. Now the car burns oil, has to be
replaced at about miles completely empty if I let it go to miles. The car now stops when driving
at slow speeds, starts right back up, but dies while driving. The contact owns a Nissan Altima.
The air conditioning system will not circulate heat. Also after service the oil and antifreeze
levels depletes prematurely. The vehicle was taken to the dealer, and she was advised that the
catalytic converter and the engine coil needed to be replaced. No repairs were made. The failure
mileage was The mileage was , The consumer stated the vehicle would stall while driving at any
speed. The consumer took the vehicle to the dealer and upon inspection, the consumer was
informed a sensor was soaked in oil. There was no oil leaking from the vehicle, but they were
not able to tell the consumer where the oil was coming from. Soon after, there was a recall for
the same problem. The wheel bearing and alternator had to be replaced. The consumer stated
she could smell coolant coming through the vents. Car Problems. Coolant Leaking problem of
the Nissan Altima 1. Coolant Leaking problem of the Nissan Altima 2. Coolant Leaking problem
of the Nissan Altima 3. Coolant Leaking problem of the Nissan Altima 4. Coolant Leaking
problem of the Nissan Altima 5. Coolant Leaking problem of the Nissan Altima 6. Coolant
Leaking problem of the Nissan Altima 7. Coolant Leaking problem of the Nissan Altima 8.
Coolant Leaking problem of the Nissan Altima 9. Coolant Leaking problem of the Nissan Altima
Engine And Engine Cooling problems. Car Stall problems. Check Engine Light On problems.
Engine Cooling System problems. Engine Exhaust System problems. Engine Burning Oil
problems. Service Engine Light On problems. Catalytic Convertor problems. Engine problems.
The most recently reported issues are listed below. Please also check out the statistics and
reliability analysis of the Nissan Altima based on all problems reported for the Altima. Tl the
contact owns a Nissan Altima. While driving 25 mph, the check engine indicator illuminated. The
vehicle was taken to an independent mechanic where it was diagnosed that the crankshaft
sensor failed. The vehicle was taken to another independent mechanic where the same failure
was diagnosed. The dealer Nissan of stockton, e hammer ln, stockton, CA stated that there was
no recall associated with the VIN. The manufacturer was made aware of the failure and opened
case number: The contact referenced NHTSA campaign number: 07v engine and engine cooling
as a possible solution. The failure mileage was 57, The contact owns a Nissan Altima. The
dealer was notified of the recall and stated that the statute expired to receive the repair, and
refused to schedule a recall repair appointment. The contact was to check with the
manufacturer. The contact had not experienced a failure. Parts distribution disconnect. The
contact stated that the vehicle recurrently failed to start. The vehicle was taken to a private
repair mechanic, who determined that failure was caused by the crankshaft position sensor. The
vehicle was not repaired. The failure was reported to the manufacturer. The failure and current
mileage was 74, While driving approximately 60 mph, the contact heard a loud bang coming
from the engine. The vehicle stalled and suddenly restarted independently. The vehicle was
taken to an independent mechanic for diagnostic testing where the mechanic advised that the
crank shaft position sensor would have to be replaced. There was a recall under NHTSA
campaign id number: 07v engine and engine cooling however, the contact was advised by the
manufacturer that the VIN was not included in the recall. The vehicle was repaired. The
approximate failure mileage was 78, The contact stated that while driving the engine light
illuminated. The vehicle was taken to an independent mechanic for diagnosis and was informed
that the crankshaft position sensor needed to be replaced. She was referred to a dealer and

informed of the recall for NHTSA campaign id number: 07v engine and engine cooling. A few
weeks later the vehicle failed to start. The dealer was notified and informed the contact her VIN
was not part of the recall. The failure and current mileage was , The contact stated that the
vehicle could not be started. The vehicle was taken to the dealer who diagnosed that the crank
shaft position sensor and electronic control module were defective and needed to be replaced.
The manufacturer was made aware of the failure who did not offer any assistance since the
vehicle was not included in NHTSA campaign id number: 07v engine and engine cooling. The
failure and current mileage was 91, The contact stated that while driving at low speeds, the
vehicle stalled without warning. The vehicle was taken to an authorized dealer, where they
stated that the ecm sensor needed to be repaired. The contact then noticed the recall
associated with NHTSA campaign id number 07v engine and engine cooling. The manufacturer
was notified and stated that the vehicle was not included in the recall. The failure and current
mileages were , The contact stated while driving 35 mph the vehicle stalled in the middle of the
road. The contact made several unsuccessful attempts to restart the vehicle and move it onto
the emergency lane. The vehicle was towed to the residence and then to pep boys. The
mechanic performed a diagnostic test and stated the crankshaft position caused the failure to
occur. The mechanic stated there was a recall on the crankshaft position and it should be taken
to an authorized dealer. Nhtsa recall campaign id number: 07v, engine and engine cooling was
related to the failure. The dealer informed the contact that the vehicle could not be repaired
under the recall due to the high mileage. The manufacturer was notified who stated due to the
high mileage they will not repair the vehicle per the recall. The contact filed complaint with the
manufacturer. The failure mileage was , The contact stated that he smelled a foul odor emitting
from the vehicle and took the vehicle to his personal mechanic. The pre catalytic converter and
two oxygen sensors were replaced by the mechanic. After the repair, the vehicle began to
briefly pause when accelerating. The contact was informed of a recall under NHTSA campaign
id number: 07v engine and engine cooling and the manufacturer was contacted. The
manufacturer informed the contact that the VIN was not included in the recall. The failure
mileage was 91, and the current mileage was 92, The contact was driving approximately 45 mph
when the engine stalled without warning. The vehicle was able to be restarted after several
moments. The failure recurred intermittently. The vehicle was taken to an independent
mechanic who advised the contact that the malfunction was contributed to the crank shaft
position sensor. The contact referenced NHTSA campaign id number: 07v engine and engine
cooling but was advised that the VIN was not included in the recall campaign. The vehicle had
not been repaired. The manufacturer was notified of the defect. Make: Nissan model: Altima
model year s : NHTSA campaign id number : 07v component: engine and engine cooling my car
started having problems and it would not pass inspection because of the engine light alert. The
reason was due to the crankshafts which I replaced but kept having the problem. The mechanic
suggest to look up any outstanding recalls and I found the above campaign which describes my
problem exactly. All I need to do is take it to the dealer to reprogram the ecm. The dealers states
that my car is not part of the recall and want to charge to get it reprogram. Why should I pay for
a manufacture defect when there is an outstanding recall on this problem. The cars has no other
problems and the only reason why it won't pass inspection is because of the problem described
above. I don't see why this should be and I need a recall notice to take to the dealer to get the
car ecm programmed. Or do I have to be involved in accident before the problem can be
corrected. Thank you. While driving approximately 40 mph the vehicle stalled and the entire
instrument panel was illuminated. The vehicle restarted and the contact was able to resume
driving. The failure occurred whenever the vehicle was in operation. The vehicle was being
diagnosed by an authorized dealer. Nhtsa recall campaign id number 07v engine and engine
cooling was related to the failure; however, the VIN was not included. The manufacturer was
notified of the failure. The approximate failure mileage was , The contact was unable to start the
vehicle until after several attempts. Approximately two months later while stopped at a traffic
stop, the vehicle suddenly stalled without warning. The contact was able to restart the vehicle.
The vehicle was taken to an independent mechanic for diagnostic testing. The mechanic
advised that the crank shaft position sensor and the speed sensor would have to be replaced.
The contact stated that he replaced the crank shaft position sensor himself but the failure
continued. The contact referenced NHTSA campaign id number: 07v engine and engine cooling
but was advised by the manufacturer that the VIN was not included in the recall. The contact
stated that the vehicle would become resistant to starting attempts. She later received
notification of NHTSA campaign id number: 07v engine and engine cooling and took the vehicle
to the dealer for repairs. The failure progressively became worse after the recall repairs. The
vehicle was taken back to the dealer for diagnosis. The dealer advised that the crankshaft
sensor would need replacing. The manufacturer was contacted and stated that a remedy was

not available for the failure. The failure mileage was 49, and the current mileage was 50, The
contact owns a Nissan Altima 2. The contact was driving 50 mph when the vehicle stalled
without warning. The vehicle would not restart and had to be towed to a local mechanic shop.
The mechanic replaced the crank shaft sensor at the contact's expense. The dealer provided no
further assistance. The manufacturer was contacted and confirmed that the contact's VIN was
not included in ther ecall. The failure mileage was 85, The contact was driving approximately 70
mph and the vehicle began to independently decelerate before stalling. The vehicle then
independently restarted with hesitation. The dealer advised the contact that the crank shaft and
cam shaft sensors would need replacing. The dealer also informed the contact that the vehicle
was included in NHTSA campaign id number v engine and engine cooling but stated he would
not perform the recall repairs until the failures were corrected. The contact stated she had not
received any notification of the recall and stated the recall repairs could have potentially
prevented the failures. The failure mileage was 92, While driving mph the vehicle stalled. She
was able to drive onto the emergency lane, turn the engine off and place the vehicle in park. She
waited a few seconds and restarted the vehicle and it began to function normally. The failure
occurred several times. The vehicle was taken to a local mechanic who advised her that the
crankshaft sensor needed to be replaced. The local mechanic advised her to take the vehicle to
the dealer regarding NHTSA recall campaign id numberv, engine and engine cooling. The dealer
advised her that she had to pay for the repairs since the recall was not associated with her VIN.
The failure mileage was 98, and the current mileage was 98, The contact stated the vehicle
would continuously stall without warning. The vehicle was taken to a local repair facility where
the failure was located at the crank shaft sensor. The contact located a recall relative to the
failure NHTSA campaign id number: 07v engine and engine cooling yet was advised by the
manufacturer that the vehicle was not included in the recall. The manufacturer recommended
having the dealer diagnose the vehicle. The vehicle was not taken to the dealer. The failure
mileage was 48, and the current mileage was 49, The contact was driving approximately mph
when the vehicle stalled and the engine overheated without warning. The vehicle was towed to
an authorized dealer yet the dealer was unable to diagnose the failure. The vehicle was towed to
a local mechanic and he was advised that the head gasket was blown. The local mechanic
advised him of NHTSA recall campaign id number: 07v engine and engine cooling however, he
was advised by an authorized dealer that his VIN was not included in the recall. The failure and
current mileage was 62, The contact stated that the vehicle would intermittently fail to start. In
addition, while driving at various speeds, the vehicle would sporadically decelerate and stall
without warning. The failure mileage was , and the current mileage was , The contact stated the
vehicle stalled without warning. The contact stated the failure occurred due to the crankshaft
position sensor overheated and caused a brief interruption in the signal output from the sensor.
The contact was able to locate NHTSA campaign id number: 07v engine and engine cooling
which he believed to be associated with the failure yet the dealer and manufacturer both
advised his VIN was not included with the recall. The failure and current mileages were 75, The
dealer was contacted and advised the contact that the vehicle was not included in the recall
associated with NHTSA campaign id numberv engine and engine cooling and offered no further
assistance. The manufacturer was made aware of the failure but failed to offer any assistance
since the vehicle was not included in the recall. The vehicle was taken to a private mechanic
who repaired the crank shaft position sensor. The current mileage was 93, and the failure
mileage was 75, The contact stated that the vehicle would sporadically hesitate and stall without
warning while driving 20 mph and above. The vehicle was taken to a local repair facility
numerous times for the failure. The technician replaced the 02 sensor, crankshaft sensor and
the cam-shaft sensor but to no avail. The manufacturer was contacted but offered no assistance
with the repair. The failure mileage was 95, and the current mileage was , The contact stated that
while driving approximately 65 mph, the vehicle felt as if it slipped out of gear and completely
shut off. The contact was able to drive onto the shoulder and restart the vehicle. The vehicle
was taken to an authorized dealer where the contact was informed that the failure was caused
by the crank shaft sensor. The vehicle was repaired at a local repair shop. The problem
occurred again while the contact was driving approximately 70 mph. Once again she coasted to
the side of the road and attempted to restart the vehicle. The contact stated that the cause of the
failure was due to a defective computer and not the crank shaft sensor. The contact called the
manufacturer and was informed that her vehicle was not included in recall 07v engine and
engine cooling. The failure mileage was approximately 72, The current mileage was 73, The
crankshaft sensor has failed, which causes the vehicle to stall without prior warning. The
manufacturer and the dealer stated that his vehicle identification number was excluded from
recall 07v engine and engine cooling. He was ineligible for a free remedy, so no repairs were
made. The failure mileage was 55, While driving approximately 25 mph, she noticed the engine

warning light illuminated on the instrument control panel and the vehicle stalled. As a
consequence her risk for serious injury and crash were increased. Approximately 3 to 5 minutes
later, the vehicle restarted. She notified the manufacturer of recall 07v engine and engine
cooling in which a representative stated that her VIN number was excluded. The vehicle has not
been repaired. The failure mileage was 50, and the current mileage was 80, The consumer took
the vehicle to a local repair and was told the crankshaft sensor needed to be replaced. Tl-the
contact owns a Nissan Altima. While driving approximately 40 mph on normal road conditions;
proceeding to a complete stop. There was pressure applied to the brake pedal. Followed by an
engine stall. The engine restarted after waiting a few moments. The driver resumed operation
with caution. The engine warning light indicator illuminated on the instrument panel. The
warning indicator remained illuminated until the engine was turned off. The vehicle was taken to
an authorized dealer for diagnostic testing. The technician stated the failure was contributed to
the crank sensor. The contact experienced the identical failures mentioned in the recall.
However, the VIN number was excluded from the recall defect. The vehicle was taken to an
independent mechanic for service repair. The manufacturer has been notified. The contact had
concern of the safety risk involved. The failure and current mileages were 39, The VIN number
was rejected from the system which will be updated upon receipt of the safety complaint form. I
own a Nissan Altima 2. On June 27 I was driving my car and when I went to turn the corner at
10mph the car shut off,it restarted back up rite away so I thought nothing of it. However the next
day it happened again and it didn't restart right away. On Monday June 29th I called Nissan and
made an appointment. I took my car in to Nissan of hayward CA on June 30th at am described
the problem, the guy told me that my car was not affected in the recall which I knew was untrue
but that there was a upgrade that had to be done on the cars computer but that it mite not fix the
problem, because he thought it could be the crank shaft position sensor. After the
reprogramming was complete I was informed that there were no other codes that came up and
that reprogramming the ecm fixed the problem and that everything should be ok. Unfortunately I
was driving my husband to work and soon as we were taking off from the light the car shut off
again and did not restart for 10 minutes. Nissan reprogrammed the computer in my car and
probably in many other Nissan Altima's however just like in my case reprogramming theses
computers isn't enough because obviously it doesn't solve the problem. I was sold a defective
car and I feel like Nissan should take more concern and responsibility than just reprogramming
the computer when it clearly isn't fixing the very dangerous problem that these vehicles impose.
This is a serious problem to my family and others as my car is just shutting down without
warning. Something needs to be done on behalf of Nissan to ensure that this problem is
assisted in the proper manner. The vehicle shut off without warning while driving approximately
50 mph. The contact managed to restart the vehicle and drove to a repair shop. The mechanic
stated that the crankshaft position sensor failed. The crankshaft sensor was replaced twice. The
manufacturer stated that the dealer had the final decision to either charge for the repair or repair
the vehicle under the recall for free. The current and failure mileages were , The contact noticed
that the engine warning light would consistently illuminate on the instrument panel. He
experienced a no-start condition when attempting to start the vehicle. In addition, the vehicle
stalls at relatively low speeds. He received a recall notice for NHTSA campaign id number 07v
engine and engine cooling and immediately called the dealer. He was informed that before the
vehicle could be repaired according to the recall, he would have to pay for a diagnostic. The
manufacturer agreed with the dealer. I purchased Nissan Altima used from long-lewis Ford in
birmingham, al in In the fall of I was turning left onto a main hwy and my car died in the middle
of the road causing another car to slam on their brakes to avoid hitting me. At the time I was 5
months pregnant with my 7 year old in the back. I had the car looked at and was told that it was
the crank shaft sensor I was not aware of a recall at the time. I replaced it and the car ran fine
until April 4, On this day, I went to get in my car and it would not crank. I arrange for a tow the
next day and just before they got there I asked my brother to try and crank it and it cranked right
up. I had the car checked again and was told it was the camshaft position sensor this time. I was
also informed of the recall on the crankshaft sensor. I called Nissan to check on the recall and
was told my car was not affected. Well, evidently it is!!! I also did a search online and was
surprised to find the thousands of other people with the same problems!!! I think there is a huge
problem with the sensor recall. This is a problem that needs to be solved before someone gets
killed. I can't afford to pay for this problem over and over again!!! Samantha ridley. The contact
noticed that the vehicle would spontaneously stall and exhibit a no start condition. The dealer
stated that her VIN was included in NHTSA campaign id number 07v engine and engine cooling ,
but she would be responsible for the diagnostic fee, plus the fee for the component because the
failure already occurred. The manufacturer did not assist. The failure and current mileages were
80, The contact stated that the crankshaft position sensor in her vehicle is defective. The

vehicle will not start when the ignition is turned and she must wait a couple of minutes for the
vehicle to finally start. Occasionally, the vehicle will shut off while driving various speeds. The
contact will check again with the manufacturer to see if the vehicle can be repaired under the
warranty and recall. The failure mileage was 53, The contact stated that when attempting to start
the vehicle, the engine warning light was displayed on the instrument control panel, and then
the vehicle exhibited a no start condition. The manufacturer was contacted in reference to recall
07v engine and engine cooling. Upon contact she was advised by a representative that because
the vehicle identification number was excluded from the VIN range she was ineligible for a free
remedy. No repairs were made. The failure mileage was 44, The current mileage was 49, The
contact noticed that the engine warning indicator would consistently illuminate on the
instrument panel. He also noticed that the vehicle would drive abnormally slow as if it were not
maintaining the proper gear. The dealer stated that the VIN was not included in NHTSA
campaign id number 07v engine and engine cooling , although the failures were identical. The
dealer would not assume any responsibility for the repairs. The failure mileage was 61, and
current mileage was 61, Car Problems. Engine Cooling System problem 1. Engine Cooling
System problem 2. Engine Cooling System problem 3. Engine Cooling System problem 4.
Engine Cooling System problem 5. Engine Cooling System problem 6. Engine Cooling System
problem 7. Engine Cooling System problem 8. Engine Cooling System problem 9. Engine
Cooling System problem Engine And Engine Cooling problems Engine And Engine Cooling
problems. Car Stall problems. Check Engine Light On problems. Service Engine Light On
problems. Engine Shut Off Without Warning problems. Engine Stall problems. Engine problems.
Engine Exhaust System problems. Engine Belts And Pulleys problems. Timing Tensioner
problems. It is the last line of defense between you and an overheating engine. Just because the
radiator fan is not on does not mean that it is not working. They are designed to only run when
needed. There are a few simple reasons that the fan would not be cycling on. If it is blown,
replacing the fuse will only solve the problem for a very limited period of time. Unless the wiring
issue is fixed, the fuse will blow again. The wiring harness itself can go bad. Your author has
personally had a shredded tire completely pull the fan wiring out of his vehicle. It can happen.
The fan wiring is some of the more vulnerable wiring in your Altima. You can test the voltage
going from the fan relay to the fan itself. This video from Ratchets and Wrenches is a
phenomenal resource on how to properly diagnose a wiring problem. Your engine temperature
sensor is responsible for relaying your engine temp to the ECU. Once the temp gets so hot, the
ECU commands the radiator fan to come on. Depending on the model year and engine, the
location varies. If it does end up being this sensor, they are very affordable. Without the coolant
hitting the sensor, the temp reading will be significantly lower than the actual engine temp.
Adding coolant to a radiator dry enough not to trigger the engine temp sensor can cause
problems from drastic temperature change. Let it cool down first. Like any other clutch, a fan
clutch will wear out over time. If everything else seems on the up and up, the springs in the fan
clutch have worn past the point of proper function and can no longer do their job. Of all the
ones listed above, start with the coolant level, then check the fuse. Fan Clutch Like any other
clutch, a fan clutch will wear out over time. If there is anything that you would like to add, please
leave a comment below. Good luck!! Lake Ford helped make these videos. When the air
conditioner in your Nissan Altima starts blowing hot air, you likely have a freon leak. Most
refrigerants include a leak sealer that will seal small leaks in addition to filling the Ra refrigerant.
If there is a problem with your compressor or evaporator, adding freon will not restore cooling.
How to add freon to your Nissan Altima: hook up the can of refrigerant likely ra to the low
pressure port. When your compressor kicks on, add freon to the correct pressure. In addition to
cooling, freon lubricates the compressor when it runs. Hans Angermeier has produced over ,
videos showing drivers how to fix things on their cars. He has broad expertise on basic repair
procedures covering the majority of cars on the road. Car companies often use the same
engines in different cars. They also slightly alter the styling and sell the same car by two
different names amongst other tricks to help offset development costs. Our system selects the
most applicable video for your car based, in part, on these characteristics. The video displayed
may not look exactly like your car, but may be relevant enough for you to get a good idea how
to do it. Getting Started - Prepare for the repair. Share on. Full list of part and tools. Author Hans
Angermeier has produced over , videos showing drivers how to fix things on their cars. How to
seal minor transmission fluid leaks. Minor transmission fluid leaks can often be fixed with the
right sealant - see how to do this. Checking the windshield washer fluid. There's no reason to
check the washer fluid level without adding some - see how to do it here! Change your cabin air
filter! Dirty cabin air filter cause undue wear on your car's heater and AC and can cause bad
odors. Try this cheap fix for leaks. Animals love the sweet smell of antifreeze, too bad it's toxic!
Fix your minor leaks. See all videos for the Nissan Altima. We have a massive and growing

video library, but we don't have everything Honda City helped make these videos. Adding
engine coolant also known as antifreeze to your Nissan Altima is pretty easy. Engine coolant
circulates through your engine to keep it cool in the summer but won't freeze in the winter.
Make sure to check your engine when it is cold for an accurate reading. The video above shows
you where the coolant reservoir in your Altima is located and how to add coolant. Be sure to
check your owners manual to determine the correct type of fluid to add - for Nissans, it will
typically be in a section titled Fluid Capacities in the back of your manual. Some coolants will
come premixed Removing the coolant reservoir cap on a warm engine could cause the cap to
fly off at a high rate of speed and fluid to spray out of the reservoir. Always wear safety goggles
when working on your Altima. Promptly wipe up any spilled fluid as it is highly toxic. Animals
love its sweet taste, so even a spilling a small amount on your garage floor can end up in the
dog's stomach pretty quickly. If you notice an oily surface in your coolant, immediately have
your mechanic inspect your Altima for head gasket leakage. Hans Angermeier has produced
over , videos showing drivers how to fix things on their cars. He has broad expertise on basic
repair procedures covering the majority of cars on the road. Transmissions that leak fluid
usually have never been flushed and the seal is finally leaking. The right stop leak product can
cure a lot. If your battery has green or white cruddy deposits, it is probably not getting enough
juice from and will likely wear out sooner. Car companies often use the same engines in
different cars. They also slightly alter the styling and sell the same car by two different names
amongst other tricks to help offset development costs. Our system selects the most applicable
video for your car based, in part, on these characteristics. The video displayed may not look
exactly like your car, but may be relevant enough for you to get a good idea how to do it.
Getting Started - Prepare for the repair. Share on. Full list of part and tools. Author Hans
Angermeier has produced over , videos showing drivers how to fix things on their cars. Seal
minor power steering fluid leaks. See how to seal up minor power steering fluid leaks. Dealing
with minor transmission fluid leaks. How to seal minor transmission fluid leaks. Minor
transmission fluid leaks can often be fixed with the right sealant - see how to do this. Clean the
gunk off of your battery. See all videos for the Nissan Altima. We have a massive and growing
video library, but we don't have everything For more information go to Manufactured from top
quality components, this is your best option and inexpensive replacement for your rebuild,
repair, and maintenance needs - an OE replacement product for your damaged or aged factory
part. Replacement - the most affordable brand name for replacement parts th We've Made a Site
Update. Refresh to the latest version. Retrieve quote. Track order. Sign In or Create Account.
Every Purchase Supports. Texas Relief Efforts. Select your vehicle. Refine by:. Radiator part.
Returns Policy. Recommended Use. Product Fit. Quantity Sold. Shop Nissan Altima Radiator.
Showing 1 - 15 of 16 results. Display item:. Sort by:. Part Number: P Guaranteed to Fit. Core
Charge. Add to cart. Inlet Outlet Size : 1. Part Number: CSF Universal Fit. Page 1 of 2 Showing 1
- 15 of 16 results. Featured Brands. Thickness Core Size Manufacturer Reviews Questions,
Answers. Replacement Radiator Manufacturer P Core Size Manufacturer CSF is a leading
aftermarket manufacturer that specializes in radiators, oil coolers and condenser Replacement
Radiator. Dec 31, Product is great and fits perfectly. Joseph Cruz. Purchased on Dec 19, Dec 22,
My radiator replacement. The radiator came in perfect condition. When I put the radiator in
everything matched perfectly I had no problems. When I finished and filled it up it worked
perfectly. Also I was very happy with the price I paid for it. I saved about hundred dollars.
Stanley Rosenthal. Purchased on Dec 04, Core Size. Apr 16, Purchased on Mar 23, Show More.
Helpful Automotive Resources. When the coolant temperature in your radiator and your engine
is outside the normal range, your PCM may trigger code P What are the Possible Causes of the
P Cod
parts of a semi truck diagram
5 channel amplifier wiring diagram
2000 chevy malibu interior parts
e? Defective or malfunctioning engine coolant temperature sensorLow engine coolant. Once
the engine cools, the thermal resistance in the ECT increases. As a result, the ECT sensor
circuit voltage. Fluid ColorWhat Type. Best Radiators for Your Vehicle Aftermarket replacement
radiators are as durable as their OE counterparts but they are more affordable, which means
you can get the same quality while saving money at the same time. Check out high-quality
replacement radiators at CarParts. How to Clean a Radiator There are two ways to clean the
radiator: internally and externally. The latter involves cleaning the radiator fins located on the
outside while the former has to do with flushing out old fluid and all the buildup that may have
accumulated inside of the radiator. How Hot Does a Radiator Get? But how hot does it actually
get? Contact Us. Phone Number Shop with Confidence. All Rights Reserved. Terms of Use.
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